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QUESTION 1

Which two statements accurately describe the invoking of a human task? 

A. A web service client in a different composite can invoke a human task. 

B. A human task can invoke another human task in the same composite. 

C. A BPEL process can invoke a human task in a different composite. 

D. A human task can invoke another human task in a different composite. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are true about the Oracle Enterprise Scheduler Service (ESS) facility? 

A. An ESS job request processor is responsible for allocating threads for job requests. 

B. An ESS job request dispatcher polls for job requests and invoked jobs. 

C. A WebLogic cluster must be established because ESS cannot run on just a single node. 

D. On the scheduling service home page, you can quickly find a list of the 10 job requests that have been running for
the longest period of time. 

E. ESS is used internally by SOA Suite and you typically don\\'t use it to schedule your own jobs. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

How are task outcomes processed in BPEL process? 

A. by using a condition (present in each path of the human task activity) in which you specify the outcome that causes a
particular path to be followed 

B. by using onMessage or pick activities that receive the outcome from the human workflow engine 

C. with a Switch containing a case for each outcome of interest plus an optional otherwise case after the human task
activity 

D. with a Switch containing one case for each possible outcome after the human task activity 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which two statements are true about working with tasks in Business Process Workspace? 

A. A user can create personal to-do tasks that are unassociated with a process instance. 

B. Delegating a task means to transfer the task to another user or group. 

C. You can see how long each completed step has taken to finish. 

D. You can display the process model and view the path a process instance has taken. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

You have modeled a Composite X for which the following fault policy action has been configured for 

remote faults: 

 

 

2 

2 

 

 

 

At runtime, when a remote fault occurs on at outbound invoke, this ora-retry action is triggered. After 

the two configured retries are exhausted, which one occurs? 

A. The transaction of Composite X rolls back. 

B. The instance is marked "open.faulted" and is available for auto-recovery. 

C. The instance is marked "closed.faulted" and is available for error recovery from Enterprise Manager where the user
can choose actions on the instance such as replay, rethrow, and abort. 

D. The default retryFailureAction is initiated and it rethrows the error back to the caller service. 

Correct Answer: B 
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